What is Spinfluence?
• A demonstrable prototype –
Spinfluence is not yet available as a
saleable product. One working copy
was created to demonstrate every
aspect of the concept: the lengths to
which politicians will go to get
elected, and the scandals, tribulations
and windfalls in the political process.

• A board game – from the playing
pieces (spinning tops) to the
completely unique two-piece, rotating
game board, every aspect of this
game is literally (physically), and
figuratively designed around the
concept of “spin”.
The object: win by getting elected.

The campaign trail: packed with obstacles, scandals,
setbacks, or windfalls.

• An application – the name Spinfluence and its exclusive
use as a board game have been applied for to the USPTO
(United States Patent and Trademark Office), but no
demonstration of this concept has been made in commerce
(none have been sold), which may mean the name will have
to be applied for again if the product goes forward.

• A new product opportunity –
a completely unique concept game with both entertainment
and educational applications, Spinfluence presents a unique,
fresh and fun, satirically accurate representation of the
political process.

• Seeking VC investors– The prototype has undergone
initial testing, and empirical evaluation has been undertaken
with with one age group (18-22 yrs). A video record of this
test and detailed evaluation forms filled out by the
participants are available to serious inquiries.

The play: stump to generic parties who have clear
agendas, saying what you know they want to hear—
to earn political capital to move forward.

Spin your spinner, Spin the Board, Spin your answer.
INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Entire game fits in a plastic
tube, perfect for shipping

ICONS UNDER TRAP DOORS dictate card
draws, provide comic relief from stumping
YOUR SPINNER
star-shaped top
indicates where
Candidates move
about the board

MEDIA CIRCUS
Windfall or downfall?
Depends on how the
media reports your
campaign

SKELETON IN YOUR CLOSET
alleged scandal that can
temporarily derail a campaign

Play the RACE
CARD to stop
an advancing
opponent cold

PARTY HQ’S displays
party Line, and is bank for
Party’s Political Capital

SMOKING GUN
the evidence– draw the one
corresponding to a played
SKELETON, set back that opponent

TALKING POINTS
issues written from each
Party Line point of view,
“cheat sheet” alternative
to stumping

POLITICAL CAPITAL
first Candidate to reach the center
with four tokens from each party is
elected (wins)

Oates Design– always on the
lookout for opportunity
Spinfluence is a creation and
speculative venture of Oates Design,
a full-service advertising concept and
design firm founded in 1987. Oates
Design has served clients with
international reach since 1987. View
our work and a partial client list
online at www.oatesdesign.com.
In the last few years, Oates Design
began pursuing expanded interests,
developing relationships with
manufacturers who are open to
reconsidering their products and
services for completely new product
or service ideas they may already
have the infrastructure to produce.
Another example of our unique
approach to design can be seen at
www.newkyoolerREACTOR.com,
which markets products that
lampoon liberal ideology with humor
and satire.
For a demonstration of Spinfluence,
or additional information about this
or any other enterprise of Oates
Design, including advertising design
services (political campaign inquires
welcome), please contact: Bill Oates:
Office:
Fax:
Mobile:

901/767-3733
901/767-0095
901/412-3429

704 West Brookhaven Circle
Memphis, TN 38117-4504

